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PURR provides HUBzero™ project space to Purdue faculty, staff, and graduate students to collaborate on research online, and share datasets and software tools. Projects receive a default allocation of free storage, which can be increased with additional funding. PURR can be used to meet the needs of data management plans that are required by many funding agencies such as the NSF and NIH. PURR provides boilerplate text that can be inserted into grant proposals. To assist in developing good data management plans, PURR also provides tutorials, best practices, and staff support. PURR facilitates collaborative research for Purdue and other institutions that wish to join a project and utilize the features of the HUBzero™ Platform for Scientific Collaboration. PURR also publishes data to the web with Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) that other researchers can use to easily find, use, and cite datasets in a scholarly context. Some examples of research data include, but are not limited to, spreadsheets, software source code, images or video, transcripts, observation logs, surveys, and sensor and instrument data. Datasets in PURR are preserved and made accessible for long-term access in a secure, trustworthy digital repository and maintained as university library collections.
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